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A Modest Method to Try to Find God in All Things

I almost always resonate with

that passage in Exodus 33: 20-23.

God tells Moses that he can not

gaze directly on the glory of

God’s face  without dying.  He

urges Moses, instead, to hide in a

cleft of a rock. God says to him:

“ While my glory passes by, I

will cover you with my hand until I have passed by, then I will take away my hand and

you shall see my hind parts but my face shall not be seen”. I suspect most of us, usually,

at best, see the traces, the hind parts of God as he passes through our life.

I  make note ,almost every year when I do an eight day retreat, that I invariably

finally attend to, savor or cherish various graces, touches of God which had occurred

during the previous year but, when they happened, I was too busy about other things or

distracted to pay them much attention. Probably what happens on my retreat is a sign that

I have neglected to profit, as I should, from Ignatius’ modest proposal for a method to try

to find God in all things. It is essential that, at least eventually, such touches or glimpses

of God be savored, cherished and absorbed.

What happens on the time-out of a yearly retreat can also be experienced as a

more daily occurrence. Saint Ignatius of Loyola made much of—indeed, privileged-- a

form of prayer he called the Examination of Consciousness ( perhaps a bad naming, since

it involves much more a calm review of the day than any stringent moral inventory).
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Ignatius insisted that Jesuits, even if they were sick or so pre-occupied with pressing

business that they were unable to engage in their usual hour of  mental prayer, should

never neglect this daily review. The same Ignatius who famously called for us to ‘ find

God in all things’, presented a mundane, yet powerful, modest way to do that finding.

There is a nice treatment of this prayerful ‘review of the day’ in a chapter,

“ Down to Earth With God”, in Margaret Silf’s wonderful book, Companions of Christ:

Ignatian Spirituality for Everyday Living ( Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B.

Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2004). As Silf tells us: “ If you think you can’t pray, or

if you feel you never have the time or space for prayer, this simple routine might be

worth its weight in gold. All that is required is a short period once a day, at a time that

feels right for you, during which you simply look back over what has been going on in

and around you during the preceding 24 hours. “

The focus of this kind of prayer is decidedly not looking at what you have been

getting wrong or even getting right through the day. Rather the focus is on where God

has felt real or come alive to you. If God—as Ignatius always insists—is an ever active

God, moving ahead of us and drawing us forward—he can be found in all created matter,

in the universe, in our hearts, in our relationships. It is often enough quite surprising to

us, in retrospect, where God actually can be and is found: in joy, yes, but also in sorrow.

In triumphs but also disappointments.  In our relationships; even in dry periods where

God seems ‘ asleep’ or absent. God is no less to found in experiences of emptiness than

in ecstatic moments of joy or gratuitous grace.

Basically, in this review prayer we listen deeply to our heart’s desires. We ask, as

Silf notes: “ What has given me life today ? What has made me feel more alive, more
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human? These questions might then lead us on to reflect: In what ways have I been a

source of life, hope, encouragement, trust or love to other people ?”  In what ways has my

daily narrative shown me a surprising face of God ?  Have I found joy and thanksgiving

in the gifts of creation and ecology around me ?  If God always leaves a trail and traces,

so we can ask God to discover and help us reflect on the trail our own life is tracing.

It is important, in this fifteen minute pause that refreshes, renews and teaches us

about God , not to sit too much in judgment on ourselves or to fault our blindness. Just let

the day flow over you and listen patiently to how your heart and imagination responds. If

we are open to God, he will let us know what we need to know.

Reading Silf’s excellent and very user-friendly book on spirituality for everyday

living, I was aware that we may need some of the other elements from Ignatius’ The

Spiritual Exercises to profit fully from our daily review of God’s action in our life. We

may need, for example, to discern -- because sometimes, what we think is a prompting

from God is not. Discernment means sitting with movements of the spirit over time and

noticing and sifting to see if they do give life. Ignatius once thought going to the Holy

Land was God’s will for him and it turned into a fiasco. He once thought God wanted

him to engage in rigorous mortification and only, later, learned that such things injured

his health. We may also need what Ignatius called detachment ( not clinging too much to

our preconceived plans or sense of how God is at work) to do our daily review with the

profit it can give. So, it would be worth while to read, slowly and meditatively, Silf’s

entire little book to learn of these other elements in prayer. Yet we need to start

someplace modest as well . A regular resort to’ a daily review’ of where God has been in

our ordinary life is just such a promising place to start.
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Silf gives us a rounded view of the review of life.” ‘ God’s back’ may not

sound very visionary or inspiring, thus transcribed into our prosaic language and imagery.

But think about it! Everywhere we look, in every nook and cranny of creation, ourselves

included, we see the traces of where God has passed ! We see a universe that bears the

imprint of this mystery and this wisdom in every molecule. What a pity if we were to be

so obsessed with seeing ‘ God’s face’—in trying to define and dissect a mystery that lies

forever beyond us—that we were to miss this overwhelming evidence of a Presence that

will always be moving on, leading us forward, before we could ever possibly catch up

with it. Whatever gives life—the amazing structures of our bodies, the subtle nuances of

our thinking minds, the gentle movements of love that warm our hearts—these in all their

infinite variety of manifestations continue to give us life. Where there is life, there is

God”.

At the time of the great Deuteronomic reform, Moses set before the Israelites a

crucial choice: “ Today, I have set before you life and death, blessings and curses.

Choose Life” ( Deuteronomy 30: 19). The whole purpose of the daily prayer for the

review of our life is to help us recognize what gives us life, to discern the difference

between what really ( as opposed to merely apparently) gives life and what causes death

and to learn better how to recognize and, then, choose where God is  prompting and

urging  more life-giving choices and action for us. In the end, finding God in all things is

a slow, life-long and cumulative process. Spiritual writers assure us that, in that process,

amazingly we will also, eventually, see and find all things in God.


